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There is no resolution
For several years now, Nadia Bolz-Weber
that, if kept,
has posted quotation at the right, across a
variety of social media platforms, on or
will make you more
around the first of January. I share it here
worthy of love.
as a reminder for those who may have seen
You, as your actual self
it before and as good news for those of you
and not as some made
who haven’t.
-up ideal,
In a world that pressures us to work harder,
to earn more, to save extra, to keep busy…
are already worthy.”
In a culture that convinces us to count
calories and inches, pounds and pant sizes…

(Nadia Bolz-Weber)

In schools where we have to keep our grades up, pass the class, and
make the team…
In God’s Church, even, that measures success by way of attendance
and programs and that judge some sins as uglier than others…
… we need to be reminded, at least once a year, as we’re encouraged
to make any number of New Year’s resolutions, that we’re called to
live by a different set of rules as children of God.
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Anniversaries

3—Shandi Callaway
4—Casey Seirer
5—Alexa Boudreaux
6—Krista Pilcher
6—Tyson Seirer
9—Becky Marzolf
13—Jake Smith
15—Katelyn Scherer
16—Curtis Ritz
18—Mike Marzolf
20—Kerris Pilcher
22—Shirley Remus
27—Brynlee Seirer

9—Kathleen Hughes
11—Jacob Wilson
18—Carol Weeks
27—Kathy Bowles
31—Tanner Bowles

Anniversaries

31—John and Di Porter
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Don’t get me wrong, I can be motivated by the measuring sticks of
the world we share and I’m not convinced that all of them are bad.
But as we look ahead to the coming year, let’s remember the unique
perspective we get to share with each other and with others.
Let’s resolve to remember and to celebrate the truth of how God sees
us and our neighbors: already worthy, already enough,
already forgiven, already loved.
Happy New Year 2022,
Shalom,
Pastor Earl J.
Thank you, thank you, thank you. Thank you is
never enough, but I want to express our gratitude
for each one of you this season, and to say thanks
for your remembrances and gifts this holiday
season. Cicero once said, “A thankful heart is not
only the greatest virtue, but the parent of all the
other virtues.” Thank you again.
Pastor Earl J. and Family
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Wayne and D’Meris Musgrove

Our Young People in School

Larry Bernard

Dan and Tana Geist

Jean Richardson

Wanda King

Nancy Bowles

Becky Marzolf

Julie Scott

Tim Hall (cancer)

Kathy Bowles

Nathan Stanton (ALS, Great Plains
Director of Congregational
Excellence)

Helen Shoemaker
Brad Miller Family

The Family of Dave Rager
Paula Haggard
(Pastor Earl’s cousin who passed
Luke and Megan Thimmes (ongoing with COVID)
health issues—friends of the
Shawna Wiley (niece of Pastor
Haggards)
Earl, who is in ICU with COVID)
Our Country

Mike and Jenny Kincheloe
(Health concerns)

Those with COVID-19
Frontline Workers
Educators
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Lord, the last few years have been filled
with sickness, death, job loss, isolation,
anxiety, fear, and division. We are weary.
In our weariness, we confess our cynicism
and our skepticism and we ask for your
renewal. Give us eyes to see the kingdom
life Christ has promised—and fill us with
a hope that allows us to live each day with
soberness, generosity, and joy.
Amen.
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Some of my favorite prayers, especially
this time of year, come from a collection
of Puritan prayers portraying the coming
year as an ocean. In that context, I am a
ship ready to launch into unknown waters
with Jesus at the helm, the Spirit as the
wind in my sails and the Father as the
safe harbor waiting to receive me at year’s
end—or before.
The imagery helps me to pray, more or
less along these lines, as I contemplate a new year:
Is Jesus at the helm? I pray for His captaincy, for Him to choose and
steer where He wants me to go. I submit to His leadership and remind
myself that as much as I may plan and prepare, I want Him to guide the
ship of my life through the year ahead.
Invite the Spirit’s momentum. I pray, adapting the Lord’s instruction
to Ezekiel (37:9), “Come from the four winds, O breath, and breathe into
the sails of my life in 2022, filling me with Divine energy, purpose and
power.”
Pray for the work ahead. I know that no sailor can stay idle for long,
as there is no limit to the tasks on board an ocean-going vessel. So, I pray
for steady hands, strong arms and sea legs to get me through the coming
voyage.
Pray for calm seas while keeping a “weather eye.” I pray and hope
for sunshine and fair winds, but I know there are likely to be challenges
and trials ahead. Most of all, I pray that whatever storms may arise, I will
keep “holding on to faith and a good conscience, which some have rejected
and so have suffered shipwreck” (1 Timothy 1:19 NIV).
Pray for others on the journey. I know I’m not alone on the sea.
There are many who must brave the same—or even more challenging—
waters. I pray for their journeys too.
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Keep your gaze on the Captain. I remember Simon Peter’s lapse as
he walked on the sea; he turned his gaze from Jesus and “began to
sink” (Matthew 14:30). I pray that I’ll be able to keep my eyes on Jesus,
whatever winds may blow and whatever waves may crash.
Pray to arrive safely. My destination may mean ending the year in
health and happiness or being guided into the safe harbor of the Heavenly
Father’s presence.
However your 2021 may conclude, I wish you bon voyage in 2022.
~Bob Hostetler
www.guideposts.com
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Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1
New Year’s
Day

2

3

4

5

9

10

11

12

6
CC-Senior Center
Potluck

13

Houseplant
4:00
Confirmation Appreciation
Day

16

17
24

4:00
Confirmation

30

8

14

15

Organize
Your Home
Day

18

19

20

Martin
National
Luther King Gourmet
Jr. Day
Coffee Day

23

7

21

22

National
Hugging
Day

25

26

Online
Orders
Meeting

31
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27

28

29

Kansas
Day!

Why Are Black Eyed Peas Good Luck?
The practice of eating black-eyed peas for luck is generally
believed to date back to the Civil War. Originally they were used
as food for livestock and later as a food staple for enslaved people
in the South. Because of their lowly reputation, the Union Army
troops of General Sherman ignored the fields of black-eyed
peas while razing or stealing other crops. During the harsh winter, the Confederate
soldiers survived on the remaining black-eyed peas, promoting this humble and
nourishing legume into a symbol of fortune and prosperity in the American South.
What Does Tradition Say You Should Eat With Black Eyed Peas?
Today, the tradition of eating black-eyed peas for the New Year has evolved into a
number of variations and embellishments of the luck and prosperity theme including:









Served with greens (collards, mustard or turnip greens, which varies regionally),
the peas represent coins and the greens represent paper money. In some areas,
cabbage is used in place of the greens.
Cornbread, often served with black-eyed peas and greens, represents gold.
For the best chance of luck every day in the year ahead, one must eat at least 365
black-eyed peas on New Year's Day.
Black-eyed peas eaten with stewed tomatoes represent wealth and health.
In some areas, actual values are assigned with the black-eyed peas, representing
pennies or up to a dollar each and the greens representing anywhere from one to
a thousand dollars.
Adding a shiny penny or dime to the pot just before serving is another tradition
practiced by some. When served, the person whose bowl contains the penny or
dime receives the best luck for the New Year, unless of course, the recipient
swallows the coin, which would be a rather unlucky way to start off the year.
The catch to all of these superstitious traditions is that the black-eyed peas are the
essential element and eating only the greens without the peas, for example, will not
do the trick.
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What Are Popular Black-Eyed Pea Recipes?
Even most avid fans of black-eyed peas will concede that enjoying the flavor, frequently described as nutty, earthy, and buttery, is an acquired taste. Whether to
enhance or disguise the flavor, depending on your point of view, there are several
popular ways to serve black-eyed peas, other than as a simple side dish:


Hoppin' John - Although served throughout the year as well, Hoppin' John
is one of the most traditional New Year's Eve and New Year's Day dishes in
the South. Black-eyed peas are cooked with rice, pork (such as chopped pork
or ham, hog jowls or hambones, fatback or bacon), and seasonings. Sometimes chopped onions and hot sauce are added.
 Texas (Black-Eyed Pea) Caviar - This is a popular casual alternative that
blends Southern and Mexican flavors with black-eyed peas and is usually
served with tortilla chips.
 Black-Eyed Pea Salad - There are many recipes for salads made with blackeyed peas, a good choice for a side dish served with other dishes. One version
is made with cider vinegar and basil dressing.
By: Sheridan Alexander
(www.thespruceeats.com)

Amen!
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Although your former state was ordinary,
your future will be extraordinary.
Job 8:7, CEB

“As the year comes to a close, it is a time for
reflection – a time to release old thoughts and
beliefs and forgive old hurts. Whatever has
happened in the past year, the New Year brings
fresh beginnings. Exciting new experiences and
relationships await. Let us be thankful for the
blessings of the past and the promise of the
future.”
―Peggy Toney Horton
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Don’t forget to “like, share, and comment” on any
social media posts that you see. That helps to get our
information to the world!

Cawker City—
website: www.wacondalakeumc.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/cawkercityumc

Glen Elder—
website: www.wacondalakeumc.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/glenelderunitedmethodistchurch
If you don’t have Facebook, information can be
found on our website, wacondalakeumc.com.

Cawker City & Glen Elder UMC
The Lakeside Messenger
608 Lake Drive
Cawker City, KS 67430

Address return requested
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